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Abstract
Electric vehicles (EVs) are a promising solution to reduce the transportation dependency on oil, as well as the
environmental concerns. Realization of E-transportation relies on providing electrical energy to the EVs in an
effective way. Energy storage system (ESS) technologies, including batteries and ultra-capacitors, have been
significantly improved in terms of stored energy and power. Beside technology advancements, a battery management
system is necessary to enhance safety, reliability and efficiency of the battery. Moreover, charging infrastructure
is crucial to transfer electrical energy from the grid to the EV in an effective and reliable way. Every aspect of
E-transportation is permeated by the presence of an intelligent hardware platform, which is embedded in the
vehicle components, provided with the proper interfaces to address the communication, control and sensing
needs. This embedded system controls the power electronics devices, negotiates with the partners in multi-agent
scenarios, and performs fundamental tasks such as power flow control and battery management. The aim of
this paper is to give an overview of the open challenges in E-transportation and to show the fundamental role played
by embedded systems. The conclusion is that transportation electrification cannot fully be realized without the inclusion
of the recent advancements in embedded systems.
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1 Introduction
E-transportation is one of the most promising technologies
to alleviate fossil fuel dependency, reduce greenhouse gas
emission, and improve energy efficiency. Providing a light,
reliable, safe, and efficient on-board electrical energy
source, as well as the required charging infrastructure, is
the main challenge in the transportation electrification [1].
Effective transfer, storage, and utilization of the on-board
energy require advanced control electronic systems embed-
ded in the electrical power components. The aim of this
paper is to give an overview of the current status and the
open challenges in E-transportation and to show the fun-
damental role played by embedded systems in the results
achieved so far. Moreover, it will be shown that advances
on embedded systems are one of the enabling factors to
further proceed toward transportation electrification.
Recent battery technology improvements in energy
density allow a vehicle to travel a reasonable trip before
recharge [e.g., 107 miles for the Nissan Leaf, or 265
miles the Tesla Model S in the Environmental Protection
Agency combined city/highway (55 % city and 45 %
highway) driving cycle test] [2]. High-power density is
also required to capture the regenerative braking energy
and to deliver the peak power during acceleration.
Sometimes, an ultra-capacitor device in parallel with the
battery is used to form a hybrid energy storage system
(HESS) [3, 4]. Because the ultra-capacitor and the bat-
tery are two energy resources with different dynamics,
features, and specifications, their integration needs an
effective energy management strategy realized by an em-
bedded system, to provide optimal performance [5].
Another fundamental embedded system is the battery
management system (BMS) needed to ensure optimal,
reliable, and safe operation of the battery in electric vehi-
cles (EVs). Typical BMS features include monitoring the
battery cells, controlling the recharge phase (with charge
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equalization between the cells), and estimating the in-
ternal states of the battery, i.e., state of charge (SOC) and
state of health (SOH). The SOC, similar to a fuel gauge, is
the main indicator on which a driver can rely to determine
whether the energy in the EV battery is sufficient to travel
the desired distance without recharging. Advanced BMS
should also be able to provide an accurate estimation of
SOH, from which the remaining useful life (RUL) and the
end of life (EOL) of the battery can be calculated [6].
E-transportation cannot fully be exploited without a safe,
reliable, and efficient charging infrastructure. Research
effort is devoted to improve chargers, with on-board and
off-board power and control systems, to achieve high effi-
ciency and fast charging [7]. Wireless power transfer is
appearing to be a possible, convenient, and safe way of
non-contact charging [8]. Finally, the large penetration of
EVs will increase the electric load to the legacy grids that
may cause instability and overflow of current transmission
equipment capacity. At the same time, vehicles could be
seen as a huge number of mobile energy storage tanks, ac-
cording to the vehicle to grid (V2G) paradigm [9].
The above described scenario is depicted in Fig. 1, where
the electrical energy supply framework in E-transportation
is shown. In any case, this scenario demands for a network
of intelligent systems embedded in the various players of
the application, which cooperate to achieve optimal
performance.
2 Review
2.1 Energy storage for EVs
The energy storage system (ESS) is a fundamental build-
ing block of an EV, as it provides the energy for the
vehicle motion. The traditional batteries used in vehicles
are lead-acid batteries. The prominent feature of lead-acid
batteries is the very low cost. However, these batteries are
heavy, polluting, and inadequate for both energy and
power densities for new-generation EVs.
The Nickel Cadmium (NiCd) and Nickel Metal Hydride
(NiMH) batteries became popular as small size energy
sources for the first generation of portable electronic de-
vices. Larger size NiCd and NiMH batteries have been
used for powering EVs, because of the improved energy
density with respect to the lead-acid batteries. NiMH bat-
teries show stability and tolerance to limited abuses, but
they are gradually being replaced with Li-ion ones in EV
applications, because of the lower self-discharge rate and
the better performance of the latter [10].
In fact, Li-ion technology offers higher energy and
power densities and has significantly contributed to the
explosive growth of the portable electronic device mar-
ket (laptop, tablet, smartphone, etc.). Li-ion batteries are
also promising in the automotive market. The different
materials used for the electrodes and the electrolyte de-
termine the battery’s characteristics and performance. If
LiCoO2, Cobalt with Nickel-Manganese-Cobalt (NMC),
or Nickel-Cobalt-Aluminum (NCA) cathode batteries
have dominated the market, the Lithium Iron Phosphate
(LFP) and Lithium Titanate Oxide (LTO) technologies
are also competing in the EV market, because of lower
costs, higher safety, and longer lifetime.
Ultra-capacitors, also known as electric double layer ca-
pacitors (EDLCs) or supercapacitors, store energy in the
electric field between two electrochemical double layers,
without involving chemical reactions. Ultra-capacitors
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Fig. 1 Electrical energy supply framework in E-transportation
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show advantages over batteries such as the very fast
and efficient energy delivery due to the absence of
chemical reactions, the very high cycle life, the highest
power density (two to three times higher than batteries),
and fast and highly efficient charge/discharge due to the
small internal resistance (97–98 % efficiency is typical).
The main disadvantage is the lower energy density.
Therefore, the best application of ultra-capacitors is in
combination with batteries.
The basic idea behind their hybridization is the use of
ultra-capacitors as assistant energy storage devices suit-
able for capturing the regenerative braking energy and
delivering the peak power for acceleration. A proper
sizing of the hybrid battery/ultra-capacitor ESS (HESS)
is important for the improvement of energy efficiency
and battery lifetime [3]. There are mainly three different
types of HESS: passive, semi-active, and fully active top-
ologies [12]. The passive hybrid is the most common
and simplest topology, in which the battery and ultra-
capacitor packs are directly connected in parallel [13].
DC/DC converters are employed in active hybrids, in
order to control the load distribution between battery
and ultra-capacitor packs.
In any case, the system energy efficiency and life expect-
ancy of batteries may be improved only if an energy man-
agement strategy is applied to control the power flows (or
load distribution) in the hybrid battery/ultra-capacitor ESS.
Many control model approaches were proposed: the use of
Neural Networks in real time [14], fuzzy logic, rule-based
approach and wavelet transform suitable for the control of
the HESSs [5, 11, 15], etc. Model Predictive Control is able
to handle various constraints in the HESSs [11], but future
load demands can be predicted by probability-weighted
Markov processes [16]. Rule-based or optimization-based
approaches that can lead to a maximized system efficiency
need to implement the algorithms in real time. Therefore,
the most appropriate energy management strategy must
be determined based on the control hardware resources
available, i.e., the performance of the electronic system
embedded in the HESS. A comparison of the different
energy storage technologies in terms of characterization
parameters is summarized in Table 1 [17].
2.2 Battery management system in EVs
A BMS is an embedded system which is necessary for a
safe and effective use of a Li-ion battery in any battery-
powered application [18], particularly in EVs [6, 19].
2.2.1 BMS functions
The BMS must provide basic and advanced functions as
described below.
1. Cell monitoring
The fundamental BMS function is measuring the
current, voltage, and temperature of each individual
cell in the vehicle’s battery pack. The accuracy and
frequency of data acquisition directly depend on the
electrochemical characteristics of the battery, as well
as on the requirements of the algorithms used in the
BMS for SOC and SOH estimation. The voltage
measurement accuracy depends on the Open Circuit
Voltage (OCV) versus SOC relationship of the
battery. For some battery chemistries, such as LFP,
the OCV-SOC curve is very flat, so that 2 mV error
in the voltage measurement may lead to more than
5 % SOC estimation error. The accuracy of the
current measurement depends on the C-rate of the
battery (the value of the current that fully discharges
a cell in 1 h), as well as the techniques employed by
the BMS to estimate the SOC and SOH. Since
current is one of the major inputs to the SOC and
SOH estimation algorithms and coulomb counting
is usually a part of the algorithm, an accurate, offset
free current sensor with high signal to noise ratio is
required.
2. Battery safety and protection
Safety and protection features of the BMS prevent
the battery from operating in hazardous conditions
[20]. In fact, overcharge causes the cell to be damaged
and potentially burst into flames; over-discharge
degrades the cell performance; charging and
discharging the battery outside a given temperature
range reduces its lifetime; exceeding the safe
temperature can cause thermal runaway and ignition;
high C-rate currents in both charging and discharging
processes reduce the lifetime of the cells.
3. State of charge estimation
The only data directly measured from the battery
are the current, voltage, and temperature of the
individual cells. The SOC knowledge is fundamental
for a proper energy management and for the safe
and reliable performance of the battery. Accurate
SOC estimation reduces the drivers’ anxiety and
helps them make a decision on when to recharge
the battery. The charging station also needs the
accurate SOC of the battery to properly allocate the
power and avoid overcharging. Most of the existing
Table 1 Comparison of energy storage technologies
Tech. Energy density Power density Life cycles
(Wh/kg) (W/kg)
Lead-acid 30–40 30–40 500–1000
NiCd 40–60 100–200 1000–2000
NiMH 40–80 150–250 1000–2000
Li-iona 100–200 300–1000 1000–7000
Ultra-cap. 5–10 1000–5000 >1,000,000
aLTO batteries may reach 10,000 cycles with an energy density of
around 60 Wh/kg
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SOC estimation algorithms are either inaccurate or
too complicated to be implemented, particularly in
embedded BMS.
4. State of health estimation
SOH of the battery cells and the battery pack is
another important parameter necessary to predict
the number of times the battery can be recharged
and discharged before its end of life. Ageing in
batteries is mainly due to cycling and storage time.
They usually cause the fading of the battery capacity
and the internal resistance increase. Most SOH
estimation approaches define the EOL of the battery
based on a standard threshold of the capacity
degradation or/and the increase of the internal
resistance. Thus, an accurate EOL estimation is a
function that must be carried out by the BMS
embedded in the battery.
5. Cell balancing
Equalizing the charge stored in series- and parallel-
connected cells is of paramount importance for an
effective use of the battery, particularly for Li-ion
technology, that does not tolerate any overcharge.
The recharge of a Li-ion battery has to be interrupted
as soon as one cell reaches the charge cut-off voltage,
even if the other cells of the battery are not fully
charged. During discharge, the least charged cell will
reach the discharge cut-off voltage before the others,
causing the disconnection of the battery from the
load, even if there is still energy in the battery.
6. Thermal management
Another BMS function important for the safety
and protection of the battery pack is the thermal
management. The battery cells produce heat during
charge or discharge. Since the vehicles’ power
demand usually follows a fluctuating profile with
high current demands at short time, the thermal
runaway is a specific concern in the EV BMS. The
heat dissipation is an important issue in battery
packs, when several cells are bundled together. It
is also important to guarantee a homogeneous
temperature within the battery pack to avoid non
uniform ageing of the cells. Thermal management
methods using air or even liquid cooling are
employed. A thermoelectric cooler based on the
Peltier effect is used in [21].
7. Charging control
A BMS must interact with the charging station to
implement the optimal charging profile for a battery.
In fact, the charging current has to be set according
to the voltage and temperature of the battery cells as
measured by the BMS. Since the constant voltage
charging might cause thermal runaway in multi-cell
Li-ion batteries, the CC-CV (constant current, constant
voltage) profile is used. The current charging value
decreases when a cell reaches the charge cut-off
voltage, down to a minimum value to which the
charging process is considered ended.
2.2.2 BMS architectures
In most applications, the BMS is an electronic system
embedded in the battery pack. Designing a scalable and
reliable architecture is essential for the management of a
large-scale battery in an EV [22]. An effective approach
is to consider the battery as a hierarchical structure con-
sisting of three layers: the elementary cell, the module
(i.e., a subset of adjacent series-connected cells, usually
assembled in a dedicated case), and the pack (a connection
of modules). This perspective leads to a well-structured
partitioning of the BMS functions, which is easy to imple-
ment in a hierarchical hardware platform [23].
Fundamental monitoring tasks (cell voltage and
temperature measurement), as well as passive balancing,
lie on the lowest layer of the platform, i.e., the cell. Charge
transfer between cells (for charge equalization), dynamic
battery reconfiguration, and thermal management belong
to the intermediate layer, namely the module. Finally,
current sensing, battery protection (by a main switch or
contactor), and more advanced functions, such as SOC
and SOH estimation, are mapped to the uppermost layer
of the platform. The pack layer provides communication
with the external systems, such as the vehicle manage-
ment unit.
Figure 2 shows the general case where each layer of
the platform is implemented in a dedicated hardware
unit. Although there are interesting designs of the cell
layer in a cell monitoring unit (CMU) [24–26], it is more
common to find the cell layer merged with the module
layer [27, 28]. The module management unit (MMU)
implements in that case the cell layer functions also,
such as voltage and temperature monitoring of the mod-
ule cells, as well as thermal management [21]. As shown
Fig. 2 Scalable architecture of a battery management system, which
consists of the following hardware building blocks: cell monitoring
unit (CMU), module management unit (MMU), module bypass
switch (MBS), pack management unit (PMU), and pack protection
switch (PPS)
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in Fig. 2, the MMU can also include a module bypass
switch (MBS), which is basically a two-way switch
that excludes the module from the battery, when acti-
vated. The reliability of the battery is increased, as a
module containing a damaged cell can be bypassed
through the MBS preserving the operation of the bat-
tery. Dynamic battery reconfiguration is very attract-
ive [27, 29, 30], but it requires bypass switches able
to withstand the battery current. A MBS implementa-
tion that can carry a continuous current up to 150 A
is described in [31].
A centralized controller typically implements the pack
logic layer functions, like the pack management unit
(PMU) shown in Fig. 2. The PMU acquires the current
sensor, controls the pack protection switch (PPS), com-
municates with the MMUs via the isolated controller
area network (CAN) and with other systems via the
external CAN bus.
2.2.3 The research on basic BMS features
2.2.3.1 State of charge estimation Coulomb counting
(i.e., integrating the battery current over time) is the
most common method to calculate the charge
remaining in the battery [32]. The SOC is defined as
the ratio of this value to the full capacity of the battery.
The technique is easy to implement but requires the
knowledge of the initial state of charge. Inaccuracy in
the sensor current measurement progressively degrades
the SOC estimate, as the error is integrated over time.
Open circuit voltage (OCV) [33] is directly related to
the SOC. However, the OCV knowledge needs the bat-
tery at rest for a very long time and it cannot be used
for online SOC measurement. Electrochemical imped-
ance spectroscopy (EIS) [34] is another technique for
the SOC estimate, but it is a time-consuming process
consisting in the measurement of the internal imped-
ance of the battery. It uses a special analyzer where a
small signal current at varying frequency is applied to
the battery.
Model-based approaches for SOC estimation are very
popular. Resistor-capacitor (RC) equivalent circuit models
taking into account the non-linear OCV-SOC relationship
may bear adequate trade-off between the accuracy needed
for the estimation and the simplicity needed for an
embedded system implementation, and thus vastly used in
observer-based SOC estimation methods, such as ex-
tended Kalman filter (EKF) [35–37] and sliding mode
observer (SMO) [38]. They are usually implemented with
the model parameters that are extracted offline.
Parameters/SOC co-estimation [39] is a combination
of online parameter identification and adaptive observer
based on least squares technique. It is used to identify
the parameters of the battery model and inject the up-
dated parameters into the observer structure. Piecewise
linearization of the OCV-SOC curve helps to apply the
well-established linear identification analysis to this non-
linear model. Afterwards, a simple Luenberger observer
with optimal gains is designed to estimate the SOC as
shown in Fig. 3.
2.2.3.2 State of health estimation The SOH of a bat-
tery is not very clearly defined in the literature, as SOH
should show how healthy the battery is in supporting a
specific application. The empirical facts about battery
health is that the cells degrade because of complicated
ageing mechanisms, such as phase transitions and struc-
tural changes of the bulk material at the cathode side, as
well as formation and growth of the solid electrolyte
interface (SEI) at the anode side [40]. The macroscopic
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effects are the increase of the cell impedance and the
fading of the capacity. Consequently, two definitions of
SOH apply:
SOH Qactð Þ ¼
Qact
QR
 100 %
SOH R0ð Þ ¼ R0;EOL−R0R0;EOL−R0;fresh  100 %
where QR is the rated capacity, Qact is the actual cap-
acity of the battery, R0, R0,fresh, R0,EOL are the actual,
fresh state, and end of life values of the cell’s internal
resistance [41].
The battery capacity can be estimated by offline
methods, such as Coulomb counting or EIS analysis, and
also by model-based methods, such as dual EKF and
SMO [42–45].
The capacity fading and internal resistance increase are
just indicators of the SOH. Some approaches consider the
battery exhausted when its capacity reaches 80 % of the
rated value, while others provide indexes like remaining
useful life (RUL) and end of life (EOL) [46, 47]. These
studies use machine learning techniques [e.g., relevance
vector machine (RVM)] or statistical models (e.g., particle
filters) to predict the RUL and EOL based on the battery
usage history in the application. An application-dependent
RUL and EOL prediction system is illustrated in Fig. 4.
Battery parameters such as the actual capacity Qact and
the internal resistance R0 are estimated online; the cap-
acity degradation model and the driver behavior statistical
model are obtained based on the EV operating conditions;
the models are used to predict the capacity and internal
resistance of the battery in the future; finally, statistical
analysis is used to predict the RUL and EOL.
2.2.3.3 Cell balancing Circuits for the equalization of the
charge stored in series-connected cell trade-off complexity,
balancing time, and efficiency [48, 49]. The simplest tech-
nique is the passive balancing, i.e., the controlled discharge
of the cells via a shunt resistor, as shown in Fig. 5a. Charge
equalization is achieved by wasting the extra energy in the
most charged cells. Figure 5 also shows the schematics of
some active balancing circuits [50–55], in which the energy
is transferred to/from cells to restore the balanced condi-
tion. A straightforward approach is the alternate connec-
tion of a capacitor to two adjacent cells (switching
capacitors shown in Fig. 5b. The control strategy is very
simple, as it requires only the generation of a square wave,
which controls the position of all the two-way switches in
parallel. On the other hand, this method provides poor
balancing time and efficiency (each charge transfer implies
an unavoidable energy loss).
A transformer with multiple secondary windings is
shown in Fig. 5c. The control remains very simple, as a
rectangular waveform with a given duty cycle is suffi-
cient to control the switch in series with the primary
winding. The major drawback of this approach is the
bulky transformer.
Balancing time and efficiency are improved with af-
fordable complexity using a switch matrix. The latter
makes each cell’s terminal available on a common balan-
cing bus (see Fig. 5d). The energy is transferred between
cells with a DC/DC converter, which can be designed
with very high efficiency [56]. Three basic topologies can
be implemented: pack to cell, cell to pack, and cell to cell.
Energy is drawn from all the battery cells and delivered
to a less charged cell in the pack to cell topology (as
shown in Fig. 5d), or from a more charged cell to all the
cells in the cell to pack topology and from a cell to
another in the cell to cell topology [57].
The balancing efficiency is affected by the balancing
topology. The balancing energy loss is a function of the
converter efficiency, but also of the total amount of energy
that needs to be transferred to achieve the cell balance.
Consequently, the three active balancing topologies lead
to a different final balanced state, even if they start from
the same unbalanced charge distribution, as the total
amount of energy moved is different among the three.
The figure of merit Floss of the process is defined as
the energy lost by the battery, after being balanced by
Fig. 4 Battery EOL and RUL estimation procedure
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one of the three active topologies, divided by the value
related to passive balancing. A value of Floss lower than
one means than the active topology dissipates less en-
ergy than the passive balancing. Figure 6 shows the
mean value <Floss> of Floss, as a function of the converter
efficiency η, for a battery consisting of 10 cells initially
unbalanced in each trial of a statistical investigation of
10 %. The cell to cell active balancing configuration out-
performs all the other methods regardless of η. Pack to
cell can even dissipate more energy than passive balan-
cing (<Floss> greater than 1) if η drops below 0.5 in the
considered example) [57].
2.3 Charging of EVs’ energy storage system
EVs are able to heavily enter the market only in pres-
ence of a reliable and widespread charging infrastruc-
ture. The charging infrastructure provides the facility to
recharge the EV batteries at different charging levels
and, at the same time, integrates emerging technolo-
gies, such as wireless charging, renewable sources, and
V2G technology to improve EV usability, sustainability,
and efficiency.
2.3.1 Charging levels
The EV charging levels determine charging power and
time, location, and cost of the charging infrastructure, and
the influence on the grid. At the same time, different re-
quirements are posed on the embedded systems that con-
trol the charging infrastructure components. The Society
of Automotive Engineers (SAE) J1772 standard defines
three charging levels, as shown in Table 2 [58].
1. Level 1 charging: For most EVs, an on-board level 1
charger is a standard feature. Level 1 charging is the
slowest method. Meanwhile, this charger typically
plugs into the standard household outlet (e.g., 120 V
in USA), and provides about 1.4 kW to the on-board
battery. For residential or commercial sites, no
additional infrastructure is necessary. The slow
charging at night helps in balancing the load of
the grid by the so-called “valley filling” occurring
when the energy demand is low.
2. Level 2 charging: Level 2 is the “primary” method for
both private and public charging services. The SAE
J1772 standard requires that both level 1 and level 2
chargers should be located on the vehicle [58].
Unlike level 1, level 2 may require dedicated charging
equipment, a connection installation, and proper
control and interface platforms. The typical rating
current is around 40 A AC. Moreover, the current
rate can increase up to 80 A AC, according to the
SAE standard. A level 2 charging station can fully
a b c d
Fig. 5 Different typologies of charge equalizers. a Passive. Active based on: b switching capacitors. c Transformer with multiple secondary
windings. d Multiplexed DC/DC converter
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Table 2 Electric vehicle charging levels
Charging
levels
Phase Voltage Current Power
(VAC) (A) (kVA)
Level 1 1-phase 120 12 1.44
Level 2 1- or 3-phase 208/240 32 7.7
Level 3 3-phase 480 100 48.0
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charge a typical electric vehicle overnight, i.e., in
about 10 h, as shown in Table 3.
3. Level 3 charging: Level 3 is also called DC fast
charging. The level 3 portion of SAE J1772 standard
has not been formally defined yet. It typically
operates with 480 V or higher three-phase voltages
and requires a dedicated off-board charger to provide
AC-DC conversion. It provides the full recharge in
about 1 h, as shown in Table 3. Thus level 3 DC fast
charging is suitable for commercial and public
facilities such as around cities or near highway,
as it happens with gas stations. SAE new J1772
“combo connector” now allows for both AC charging
and faster DC charging using a single connection [59].
For the DC fast charging, a Japanese protocol,
CHAdeMO, is internationally recognized [60]. The
high-power levels 2 and 3 charging can increase the
grid load at peak hours and may cause local load
distribution problems, as discussed in the following
Section 1.4.3.
In all the cases, the vehicle must be provided with con-
trol units that manage the interactions with the charging
stations, apply the most appropriate charging profile,
and control the power electronics units of the on-board
charger.
2.3.2 Charging technologies
1) Unidirectional vs. bidirectional chargers: Power can
flow in both directions between the battery and the
grid, in the most promising charger architectures,
whereas a unidirectional charger allows the power to
flow merely from grid to vehicle (G2V). A charger
consists of an AC/DC rectifier connected to a
DC/DC converter and a filter. The single-stage
implementation of these converters helps in reducing
the cost, weight, and losses. In addition, the simplicity
of the architecture makes the unidirectional converter
control much easier than the bidirectional ones. The
latter allows the power to flow back to the grid also
and enables vehicle to grid (V2G) technology. These
converters consist of two stages: a bidirectional AC/
DC converter connected to a bidirectional DC/DC
converter, either isolated or non-isolated. The design
of these converters is a trade-off between cost,
complexity of control, size, and safety. However,
serious challenges are yet to be solved before the
adoption of this technology. The effect of extra
cycling on the health of the battery, safety, and
protection issues and the availability of charge
without commitment are the most relevant.
2) On-board vs. off-board chargers: The on-board
chargers are appealing as the vehicle is recharged
anywhere there is a power outlet. As the outside
world only provides energy, all the intelligence is
embedded in the charger. On the other hand, on-board
chargers add volume, weight, and cost to the vehicle.
Thus, they are suitable for low-power level 1 and level
2 charging [58]. Instead, an off-board charger with a
power rating around 50 kW is usually needed to
quickly charge a full-size electric vehicle. In this case,
the vehicle-infrastructure interaction is fundamental,
as both partners should communicate to each other,
in order to negotiate the energy transaction in terms
of power level and recharging profile.
3) Integrated chargers: As charging and traction are not
simultaneous in EVs, except during the regenerative
braking, the so-called integrated chargers are also
applicable. They use the electric drive system
components also during charging. This leads to a
significant reduction in volume, weight, and cost.
This integration also allows galvanic isolation, but
both the power electronics and the control circuit
of the integrated charger have to take care of the
reconfiguration of the electric drive systems. The
aspects that need further research are charger isolation,
charging voltage control, unwanted magnetomotive
force developed in the motor during charging, power
factor operation, harmonic content in the current from
the grid, efficiency, and hardware/software complexity.
4) Wireless charging: Various wireless charging
technologies have been developed and investigated,
such as inductive coupling, magnetic resonance
coupling, microwave, and laser radiation. Instead of
near field in both inductive coupling and magnetic
resonance coupling, microwave and laser radiation
use far field to transfer electric power wirelessly [63].
Efforts are needed to design a proper antenna array
in order to shape the radiation beam correctly to
ensure a highly efficient power transmission. A
focused beam usually requires a large size antenna
array. Besides, high-power microwave/laser power
sources are expensive. The wireless charging of moving
vehicles, the so-called dynamic charging shown in
Fig. 7, is particularly appealing, since it would
lead to a revolution of the present transportation
system [61, 62].
Table 3 Typical EV charging time
EV Type Battery size 120 V 240 V 480 V
(kWh) 12 A 32 A 100 A
Toyota Prius PHEV 4.4 3 h 03 m 34 m N/A
Chevy Volt PHEV 16.5 12 h 46 m 2 h 24 m N/A
Nissan Leaf BEV 30 20 h 50 m 3 h 54 m 37 m
Tesla model S BEV 90 62 h 30 m 11 h 43 m 1 h 52 m
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The magnetic resonance coupling occurs when two
coils are specially designed with the same natural fre-
quency, namely resonant inductive coupling [64]. The
inductive coupling systems are also usually tuned to
resonate, by using external capacitances rather than the
inherent capacitance of a coil [65]. Most of commercial-
ized wireless power transfer (WPT) systems use near-
field and operate in the kilohertz band enabling large
power transfer with 10 cm air gap between the emitting
coil and the receiving coil, achieving an overall system
efficiency in the low 90s [66]. The power transfer dis-
tance has been improved to 20 cm with the optimization
of the magnetic structure [67]. On the other hand, the
kilohertz operating frequency requires a large size coil
and heavy ferrite materials, which reduce the vehicle
payload efficiency and increase cost [66]. Higher fre-
quency is generally desirable for building smaller and
lighter WPT systems. However, there are restrictions on
the performances of power switching devices and the us-
able frequency range under the regulation of industrial,
scientific, and medical (ISM) band, etc. [68]. Current
studies mainly deal with low-power WPT systems work-
ing at megahertz [69, 70]. For the WPT technology,
other challenges such as EMI/EMC and EMF exposure
for high-power applications, regulations, and standards,
are also in a strong research and development phase
[62]. Once more the control of the coil alignment, the
maximization of the coupling and the negotiation be-
tween charger and vehicle must be provided by embed-
ded systems, the complexity of which increases with the
functions required. In this case, the charger/vehicle
communication also must be wireless, as no physical
connection is provided between them.
2.3.3 Impact of EV charging on the grid
The grid is severely challenged when a large number of
EVs requires a large electric power and increases the
peak demand [71]. When the level 1 uncoordinated
charging strategy is applied, charging immediately starts
after plug-in and finishes when the vehicle is fully
charged or disconnected. This open loop scenario can
lead to overload and thus to saturate the distribution
transformers and feeders [72], causing a significant drop
in their efficiency and life [73]. Another effect of many
EVs simultaneously charged with no regulation is the
drop of the grid voltage, that eventually leads to instabil-
ity of the power system [74]. Introducing dual tariffs
with cheap night rates can be a utility-provided incentive
to the customer to reduce the peak load and delay the
charging until the off-peak time.
Fast charging has undoubtedly the most significant
impact on the grid. These chargers can easily lead to the
distribution transformer overload and to the need for
adjustments in the transformer capacity as well as the
underground and over-head cables, which is an extremely
expensive consequence. Moreover, a large market pene-
tration of the EVs can also significantly degrade the life
of the transformers. A viable solution in addition to the
dual tariff introduction is to smartly coordinate the
charging processes. The objectives of this optimization
can be minimizing energy cost [71], maximizing battery
life [75], minimizing transformer load surges [76], and
maximizing customers’ satisfaction. The scenario is very
demanding both from the optimization problem solu-
tion (e.g., various approaches including conventional
centralized optimization techniques and decentralized
techniques based on local information [77] have been
proposed) and the requirements for the hardware plat-
forms that must implement sophisticated negotiation
algorithms based on the reliable knowledge of the
neighbor behaviors.
A two-way energy flow and communication is adopted
in vehicle to grid (V2G) technology. The EV fleet is
aggregated to the grid to increase the efficiency and reli-
ability of coordinated smart charging. This aggregation
not only increases the efficiency of the conventional gen-
eration usage by enabling load shaping, but also is able
to enhance the adoption of renewable energy resources
Fig. 7 Typical structure of an integrated EV charger. Electric vehicle wireless charging systems. a Stationary charging; b dynamic charging
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by synchronizing electrical loads with strong wind and
solar energy periods [78]. According to studies [79], EVs
are able to provide the majority of demand for integra-
tion of wind energy into the power system. Some other
studies propose charging schemes based on exclusive
use of renewable energies to charge the plug-in fleet
[80]. However, realization of the V2G technology requires
enabling technologies such as two-way energy flow and
communication, pricing policies, battery technology, em-
bedded system integration, etc. Table 4 summarizes the
impact of adopting EVs on the grid under different
charging strategies.
3 Conclusions
An overview on the electrical transportation and the role
of embedded systems is presented in this paper. Chal-
lenges and opportunities of transferring electrical energy
from the grid to the electric vehicles are discussed.
Advances in battery manufacturing imply that Li-ion
batteries, thanks to their high-power and energy dens-
ities and long cycling lives, are the promising solution
for the main energy storage system in EVs. Ultra-
capacitor with high-power density can be combined with
the battery to increase the efficiency of the energy
storage system.
BMS is another important component of EVs to
increase the efficiency and safety of the battery. Seven
important features of the BMS fall into two major cat-
egories of hardware and software. The hardware part
with cell monitoring, charge control, thermal manage-
ment, and cell balancing provides safety and efficiency
to the battery pack. The software part with algorithms to
estimate the SOC and SOH provides accurate informa-
tion about the internal state of the battery to the
hardware parts, driver, and energy management units.
However, developing methods for accurate estimation of
SOC and SOH under different conditions is an ongoing
research. Moreover, there are intensive investigations on
developing active techniques to balance the cells in the
battery pack.
The realization of E-transportation heavily relies on
the availability of the charging infrastructure. EV char-
ging technology is rapidly evolving to provide residential,
commercial, and public charging stations with different
charging specifications. Wireless technology is an up-
coming feature to facilitate safe non-contacting station-
ary and dynamic charging of the vehicles. Another
important aspect of E-transportation is the impact of a
large penetration of EVs on the power grid. In spite of
posing challenges such as inefficient power distribution
and voltage deviation caused by this large penetration,
the electric vehicle fleet can be seen as distributed
energy storage for ancillary services and adoption of
intermittent renewable energies. Enabling V2G plays a
key role in realization of these services.
The backbone that is found in every aspect investi-
gated in this paper is the presence of hardware platforms
with which every control operation is carried out. Typic-
ally, the hardware is a system embedded in the vehicle
components, provided with the proper interfaces to
address the communication, control, and sensing needs.
The embedded system controls the power electronic
devices, negotiates with the partners in multi-agent sce-
narios, performs task fundamental such as power flow
control and battery control and safety, so that we can
conclude that vehicle electrification cannot be fully
exploited without the contribution of the research on
embedded systems.
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